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Abstract
Introduction: Cardiovascular diseases and mortality represent a major issue in breast cancer survivors (BCS).
Unhealthy lifestyle and some side effects of long term adjuvant therapy may contribute to increase cardiovascular risk.
Autonomic Nervous System (ANS) impairment may contribute to initial cardiovascular alteration and early detection
of its malfunction in clinical settings could help foster cardiovascular health in these patients.
Methods: This observational study involved 229 outpatient subjects subdivided into three groups: 1) BCS under long
term Adjuvant Endocrine Therapy (AET), 2) BCS not on AET, 3) matched healthy controls. Autoregressive spectral
analysis of cardiovascular variabilities furnished markers of ANS control, considering simple time and frequency
domain classifiers (such as RR variance), and meta-classifiers (such as the index alpha, combining RR and arterial
pressure oscillatory information, or ANSI, a percent ranked multivariate unitary index of Autonomic control). Patients’
history, medical examination, blood tests and a lifestyle questionnaire, focusing on exercise, nutrition, and stress, were
also employed.
Results: Amplitude indices of ANS regulation (in particular RR variance) appeared progressively (p<0.001) reduced
from Controls to Patients not receiving (AET-) and to those receiving (AET+) endocrine therapy; similar changes were
observed for meta-classifiers (particularly ANSI: 65.2 ± 21.7; 56.9 ± 27.7; 43.1 ± 26.2, p<0.001)).

Conclusion: Endocrine therapy is associated with impaired autonomic regulation. Autoregressive spectral analysis of
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heart rate variability may be an affordable and convenient tool to furnish, in a clinical setting, early markers of
cardiovascular dysregulation, which may possibly contribute to an overall increased cardiovascular risk .

Keywords: Endocrine therapy; Autonomic nervous system; Stress; Prevention; Survival; Breast cancer
1. Introduction
Breast cancer survival has improved during the last decades [1] as a result of early diagnosis and advances in cancer
treatment. Five-year survival reached 99% for early-stage disease and the population of cancer survivors in western
countries is continuously growing [2]. Accordingly, unwanted effects of antineoplastic therapy are increasingly
bringing patients to seek help outside the oncology clinical area. Of particular relevance is the impairment in cardiac
function that may follow common adjuvant therapies, and which may produce in the long run deterioration of cardiac
function, typically expressed by reduced Ejection Fraction (EF) and, eventually, heart failure. Ventricular dysfunction
becomes evident after significant myocardial damage has already occurred. Thus, it may be considered a late marker,
as underlined in a recent review [3]. From a clinical point of view it could be important to identify clinical tools
capable of detecting early markers of cardiovascular impairment; in this regard, the study of autonomic nervous system
could prove useful [3]. Cardiologists may thus be interested in the possible deleterious effects of adjuvant therapy on
autonomic nervous system (ANS) [4-7] regulation of cardiac function because of the well-recognized link between
autonomic alterations and cardiac prognosis suggesting to treat autonomic dysfunction as an antecedent of foreseeable
cardiac conditions. For instance, ANS dysregulation, as suggested by reduced Heart Rate variability and/or impaired
baroreflex gain, characterizes pre-hypertension [8, 9], overweight [9, 10], metabolic syndrome [11, 12], stress [13] and
being associated to an elevated cardio-metabolic risk [3, 14], may predict mortality in cardiovascular patients [15, 16],
particularly after myocardial infarction.

ANS performance is also linked to immunological and hormonal controls [17] and its dysfunction may be associated
with chronic inflammation or endocrine dysregulation [18], which are both related to cardiometabolic diseases and
cancer. Several studies show that breast cancer survivors present ANS dysfunction [19, 20], in particular HRV derived
markers of reduced vagal activity [21, 22] that can be partly attributed to untoward effects of adjuvant therapy [3] and
even more so to factors linked to unhealthy lifestyle, such as overweight, sedentariness, reduced cardiorespiratory
fitness, stress, fatigue, etc. [3, 23, 24]. ANS dysfunction might also be traced to the effects of radiotherapy and
chemotherapy [3, 22, 25-28]. There are however few data regarding the effects of long term systemic adjuvant therapy
on ANS control. In this study we focus on the possible detrimental effects of endocrine adjuvant therapy on ANS
performance on top of standard multifaceted adjuvant therapy, considering ANS dysregulation as a component of an
emerging physiopathological ontology [29, 30]. To this end, we specifically explore the possibility to detect in a
clinical setting difference in early markers of alteration in cardiovascular autonomic control in a population of breast
cancer survivors with or without endocrine treatment. Given the major role of parasympathetic mechanisms both in
clinical cardiology [16, 31, 32] and in oncology [21] we studied simple monovariate time and frequency domain
classifiers from Heart Rate Variability (as assessed by ECG derived RR interval V), and a bivariate classifier such as
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the frequency domain index of cardiac baroreflex gain, at rest.
Furthermore, according to most distinguishable features extracted with factor analysis [30] from a large benchmark
population, we computed a “unitary” Autonomic Nervous System Index (ANSI) [9] providing a rank of the dynamic of
the paired antagonistic (sympathetic-parasympathetic), dual (positive and negative) feed-back cardiac neural regulation
[33], usable as a simple clinical metaclassifier of autonomic dysfunction.

2. Methods
This retrospective proof of concept study involved anonymized data from 229 outpatients subdivided into three groups
(see Table 1):
1) 94 breast cancer survivors who were treated with chemotherapy (CT) and/or radiotherapy (RT) and who were, at the
moment of evaluation, under long term Adjuvant Endocrine Therapy (AET+), 11.7% were also treated with
Trastuzumab.
2) 34 breast cancer survivors who were treated with CT and/or RT and were not on long term endocrine therapy (AET)
at the moment of the evaluation. 11.8% were also treated with Trastuzumab.
3) 101 age matched healthy controls (Healthy Subjects).

Patients were treated at the Humanitas Research Hospital Cancer Center following best clinical practice and, together
with healthy controls, were evaluated at the Exercise Medicine Unit, Humanitas Research Hospital. Eligibility criteria
included age (30-75 years), no evidence of metastases and absence of acute conditions (within the past three months).
In all controls the presence of disease or pharmacological treatment was excluded through history assessment and
standard medical examination. General average characteristics are reported in Table 1. None of the patients underwent
CT or RT treatments during the study period; they proceeded with endocrine therapy and in some cases, (similar
percentage in both groups) biological (Trastuzumab) therapies. Endocrine therapy (inducing estrogen inhibition)
considered the selective estrogen receptor modulator (SERM) Tamoxifen, LH-RH analogue, or Aromatase Inhibitors.
The choice of the patient’s treatment protocol was based on patients’ and/or tumor characteristics (Table 2). Patients’
clinical assessment comprised history, standard medical examination, anthropometric and hemodynamic data, blood
tests (see Table 1), and an ad hoc questionnaire [34, 35] to quantify lifestyle, with particular focus on physical activity
[36], nutrition [37], perception of fatigue, stress and subjective stress related somatic symptoms (4SQ) (Stress Indices)
[13]. Lastly, Fat (FM%), Free Fat Mass (FFM %) and % of dry free fat mass (Dry Lean) measurements were obtained
by multi-frequency bioelectrical impedance analysis (Quadscan 4000 Multi-frequency, Bodystat LTD, Isle of Man,
UK) (Table 2).

2.1 Autonomic evaluation
On the day of autonomic evaluation all subjects arrived at the clinic and had avoided caffeinated beverages since
awakening as well as heavy physical exercise in the preceding 24 h. Recordings were performed between 09:00 am and
12:00 am in an air conditioned, quiet room. After a preliminary 10-min rest period in the supine position, ECG and
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respiratory activity (piezoelectric belt) were continuously recorded over a minimum 5-min period with a two-way
radiotelemetry system (Marazza, Monza Italy). Subsequently subjects were asked to stand up unaided and remained in
the upright position for 5 minutes, during which recordings were maintained. Data were acquired with a PC at 250
samples/second using a custom built software tool (HeartScope) [38] that automatically provided a series of indices
describing Heart Rate variability (HRV) in the time domain: RR interval (in msec) and RR interval V (assessed as total
power, i.e. variance, in msec2, taken as simple classifiers typical of vagal control [16, 32]); and in the frequency
domain: autoregressive spectral components both in the low frequency (LF, center frequency ≈ 0.1 Hz) and in the high
frequency (HF, centered with respiration, ≈ 0.25 Hz), assessed in msec2 as well as in normalized units (nu). To include
an approximate evaluation of the effects of sympathetic activation, produced by active standing, the stand-rest
difference () in LFnu was also computed [8, 39]. Arterial pressure was continuously monitored using a
plethysmographic approach (Finometer Midi, FMS) calibrated against a sphygmomanometer and analyzed
simultaneously with the same software tool [38]. The sensitivity of spontaneous cardiac baroreflex control of RR
interval was assessed by a frequency-domain method (Alpha-Index=square root of the average of the ratio between RR
interval and SAP Spectral powers in the LF and HF regions) [8, 40] usable as a bivariate metaclassifier. Recently to
simplify clinical interpretation of multiple RR V variables, we described a unitary [41] autonomic index (ANSI) [9].
Computation of ANSI [9] depends on the combination of principal factor analysis and clinically optimized radar plot,
considering information carried by RR, RR variance and  LFnu [9]. The computing procedure 1 st corrects for age by
percentile rank transformation, 2nd ranks the information (82.7% of Variance Accounted For) distributed across indices
from the selected clusters of variability (considering amplitude and oscillatory code modalities [30]), 3rd using a radar
plot [9] builds ANSI as a triangle area that is finally ranked against the benchmark population. ANSI is treated as a
proxy of cardiac autonomic regulation.

2.2 Stress and somatic perception
Subjects completed a self-administered questionnaire [13, 34, 35] providing nominal self-rated scales (higher values
indicate higher degrees of symptoms) that focused on: (i) the appraisal of overall stress and fatigue perception by
Likert linear scales from 0 (‘no perception’) to 10 (‘highest perception’) for each measure; (ii) The Subjective Stressrelated Somatic Symptoms Questionnaire (4S-Q), inquiring about 18 somatic symptoms accounting for the majority of
somatic complaints. For scoring purpose, each response was coded from 0 (‘no feeling’) to 10 (‘a strong feeling’), thus
the total score ranged from 0 to 180.

2.3 Statistics
Data are presented as mean ± SD. Significant differences were assessed by unpaired T Test, with Bonferroni
correction, and by General Linear Model followed by post hoc comparisons. Trends were assessed with JonckheereTerpstra trend test. Group frequencies were assessed by the Chi-square test. Significance was set at p<0.05. Partial eta
squared was also computed as a measure of effect size, defined as small, medium and large corresponding to values of
0.0099, 0.0588 and 0.1379, respectively [42]. Computations were performed with a commercial statistical package
(SPSS version 24).
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3. Results
Table 1 reports the general characteristics of the entire population. Heart rate, diastolic arterial pressure, Body Mass
Index (BMI), and Waist circumference progressively (JT, p<0.001) increased from Controls to (AET-) Patients and to
(AET+) Patients. In particular, BMI and Waist circumference were significantly greater in the latter group as compared
to controls and to patients not receiving endocrine therapy. This latter finding was corroborated (Table 2) by greater
%Fat Mass, (smaller %Free Fat Mass and %dry lean mass in patients on endocrine therapy compared with Patients
who were not; no data available for controls). Note that no differences were observed between the two patient groups
when considering nutrition score and the (self-reported) dose of aerobic physical activity. The percentage of subjects
who were previously treated with CT was slightly lower in the group of patients on endocrine therapy, while the
percentage of subjects who were previously treated with RT was slightly higher.

Variables

Healthy subjects

Endocrine T. (-)

Endocrine T. (+)

Number

101

34

94

Age [years]

48.5 ± 6.4

48.6 ± 8.3

50.8 ± 9.1

0.107

SAP [mmHg]

115.5 ± 12.6

114.2 ± 13.7

120.9 ± 17.2*†

0.016

DAP [mmHg]

72.6 ± 7.5

76.0 ± 8.7

78.5 ± 9.9*

<0.001

HR [b/min]

65.0 ± 8.9

68.2 ± 9.4

70.5 ± 11.0*

0.001

BMI [Kg/m ]

22.6 ± 2.8

26.0 ± 4.6 *

28.6 ± 5.7*†

<0.001

Waist C [cm]

80.7 ± 7.8

88.5 ± 10.9 *

95.3 ± 12.9*†

<0.001

Smoke [%]

11.7

17.6

7.5

0.252

2

P

Abbreviations: SAP-systolic arterial pressure; DAP-diastolic arterial pressure; HR-heart rate; BMI-body mass index;
Waist C-waist circumference; JT Test-Jonckheere-Terpstra test; smoker positive if ≥ 1 cigarette/day; data are expressed
as mean ± SD; GLM significant contrast for * vs Healthy subjects, † vs Endocrine T. (-), p<0.05.
Table 1: Study Population.

Variables

AET-

AET+

P

Time Since Surgery [months]

22.2 ± 29.6

23.1 ± 18.7

0.854

Physical Activity [MET*min/week]

637.3 ± 538.0

729.6 ± 776.3

0.524

Nutrition Score [A. U.]

2.50 ± 0.86

2.24 ± 0.90

0.143

FM [%]

35.4 ± 6.3

38.6 ± 7.2

0.034

FFM [%]

64.6 ± 6.3

61.6 ± 7.3

0.046

Dry Lean [%]

16.0 ± 4.1

14.1 ± 3.5

0.018

Total Cholesterol [mg/dl]

164.3 ± 96.6

196.2 ± 78.8

0.095

HDL Cholesterol [mg/dl]

36.6 ± 33.6

46.3 ± 28.8

0.173

LDL Cholesterol [mg/dl]

77.3 ± 69.9

99.2 ± 64.7

0.165

Triglycerides [mg/dl]

67.6 ± 60

102.0 ± 97.6

0.101
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FPG [mg/dl]

67.6 ± 39.3

79.5 ± 37.8

0.186

Mastectomy/ Quadrantectomy [%]

26.5/73.5

29.0/71.0

0.715

RT [%]

61.7

80.1

0.735

CT [%]

82.3

56.4

0.111

Trastuzumab [%]

11.8

11.7

0.992

Cardiovascular Medication [%]

5.9

13.8

0.217

Abbreviations: A.U.-arbitrary units; range 0-5 for nutrition score; MET-metabolic equivalent; FM%-% of fat mass;
FFM%-% of free fat mass; HDL-high density lipoprotein; LDL-light density; Lipoprotein; FGP-fasting plasma
glucose; RT-radiotherapy; CT-chemotherapy; cardiovascular medication comprise: ACEi, angiotensin receptor
blockers, calcium channel blockers; data are expressed as mean ± SD; P- bold character if significance (p)<0.05.

Table 2: Life style and metabolic proxies for patients without Endocrine Therapy (AET-) and under Endocrine
Therapy (AET+).
Indices of ANS regulation (see Table 3 and Figure 1) appeared progressively altered from Controls to (AET-) Patients
and to (AET+) ones, as shown by a graded decline of RR interval, RR variance, LF and HF components in ms2 LFRR
nu, alpha Index and ANSI (all JT p ≤ 0.001,  LFRR p<0.007)). However post hoc contrasts suggested a selectively
greater effect in (AET+) patients particularly regarding RR variance, LF and HF components in ms2 (i.e. amplitude
coded variables) and ANSI. No difference was observed at rest regarding LF and HF in nu between controls and
patients.
Healthy

PW

JT Test

0.053

0.897

0.001

0.003

0.051

0.885

0.001

259 ± 310*†

0.005

0.047

0.840

<0.001

46.2 ± 20.8

49.7 ± 22.3

0.333

0.010

0.243

0.290

495 ±571

612 ±1307

285 ± 466*†

0.030

0.031

0.659

<0.001

HFRR [nu]

45.8 ± 16.7

47.4 ± 19.1

42.8 ± 21.3

0.373

0.009

0.221

0.304

LF/HF

1.41 ± 1.47

1.56 ± 1.82

3.00 ± 7.25

0.057

0.025

0.563

0.319

ΔLF RR [nu]

27.7 ± 16.0

26.2 ± 20.9

19.3 ± 25.8 *

0.020

0.034

0.709

0.007

20.4 ± 12.8

15.7 ± 10.3*

12.6 ± 8.5 *

<0.001

0.102

0.992

<0.001

3.4 ± 3.7

2.9 ±2.5

5.3 ± 13.8

0.335

0.011

0.242

0.887

ANSI [%]

65.2 ± 21.7

56.9 ± 27.7

43.1 ± 26.2 *†

<0.001

0.149

1.000

<0.001

Stress[AU]

4.3 ± 2.7

5.6 ± 3.4*

5.8 ± 3.2*

0.004

0.052

0.858

0.002

Variables

Endocrine T. (-)

Endocrine T. (+)

P

942.1 ± 145.7

896.4 ± 130.4

871.5 ± 135.4 *

0.002

2058 ± 1871

1940 ± 2396

1216 ± 1238 *†

LFRRa [ms ]

497 ± 541

520 ± 948

LFRR [nu]

45.7 ± 15.6

HFRRa [ms2]

subjects

RR [ms]
VARRR [ms2]
2

Alpha Index
[ms/mmHg]
SAP LFa
[mmHg2]

2

Ƞ
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Fatigue [AU]

4.8 ± 2.6

6.1 ± 2.7*

6.0 ± 3.2*

0.009

0.044

0.794

0.002

4SQ [AU]

31.7 ± 23.1

44.4 ± 27.5*

45.5 ± 30.2*

0.002

0.057

0.896

0.003

Abbreviations: RR-RR mean interval; VARRR-RR interval variance; LFRRa-absolute values of low-frequency
component of RR variability; HF-high frequency; Δ-stand-rest difference; nu-normalized units; SAPLFa-low-frequency
component of systolic arterial pressure variability; ANSI-autonomic nervous system index; AU-arbitrary units; 4SQsomatic stress symptom questionnaire; P-significance; Ƞ2-partial eta squared; PW-observed power; JT TestJonckheere-Terpstra test; GLM significant contrast for * vs Healthy subjects, † vs Endocrine T. (-), p<0.05. Notice that
only for Alpha Index and ANSI Ƞ 2 outnumbers 0.0588 and only for ANSI Ƞ2outnumbers 0.1379 that are the limits,
respectively, for medium and large effect size [42].
Table 3: Descriptive Statistics of Autonomic and Stress Variables in the Considered Groups.

Figure 1: Differences in indirect indices of cardiac Autonomic regulation in the examined groups: from controls (left
bar) to Cancer survivors not on Endocrine therapy (-) (middle bar) and on Endocrine therapy (-) (right bar). Note the
significant trend (assessed with JT test) in RR interval, RR Variance (var), the cardiac baroreflex (index ) as well as
the unitary autonomic index (ANSI), but no effect on Low and High Frequency normalized powers (LF RR nu, and HFRR
nu), suggesting selective autonomic impairment with Endocrine therapy. Significance of individual contrasts is
indicated in the bottom right corner.

Subgroup analysis (time from surgery, type of intervention-quadrantectomy versus mastectomy-, presence or absence
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of cardiovascular medications, trastuzumab therapy and different protocols of endocrine therapy) did not disclose any
significant differences in autonomic and subjective variables. Notably effect size was greatest for ANSI (partial eta
square=0.149, i.e. large) as compared to alpha index (0.102) and other autonomic indices. Both groups of breast cancer
survivors presented similarly higher levels of perceived stress, fatigue and stress related somatic symptoms (4SQ)
compared to Controls (see Table 3), in spite of a significant trend. Considering stress proxies, effect size indices were
always within small range (threshold 0.0588).

4. Discussion
In these preliminary, proof of concept, observations we report that, in breast cancer survivors, endocrine adjuvant
therapy is associated with a more apparent impairment in autonomic regulation as suggested by: amplitude coded [30]
proxies (RR variance and absolute power of LF and HF oscillations) and the unitary autonomic index ANSI, as well as
cardiac baroreflex (index alpha, JT test only), hinting at an overall prevailing inhibitory effect on parasympathetic
regulation. Autoregressive spectral analysis of heart rate variability may be an affordable and parsimonious tool that
furnishes, in the clinical setting, early markers of cardiovascular dysregulation congruent with findings of cardiac
baroreflex assessment. Anthropometric (BMI, waist circumference, FM%), but not glucolipid profile was also slightly
worse in the AET+ group.

4.1 Autonomic dysregulation, cancer and adjuvant therapy
At more than 23000 hits in the Pubmed database HRV has gained the de facto role of non-invasive standard for
autonomic evaluation. Time domain indices (such as RR variance or SD), as well as amplitude coded oscillations
(particularly HF, in absolute units) reflect parasympathetic control, while stand induced changes in LF nu reflect the
sympathetic excitatory effect of the upright posture. There is however still a debate as to the specific code underlying
the link between nerve activity (usually obtained from leg muscle sympathetic activity) and coding of hidden
information. We recently showed that multivariate statistics suggest that autonomic information is assembled into few
clusters of spectral indices [30, 43], projected from hidden variables (specifically reflecting information about
amplitude and oscillation). Accordingly we may surmise that the essential meaning could be reconstituted in a single
unitary index, combining the information spread in multiple hidden variables [9]. This would largely simplify the
assessment of autonomic performance, as expressed by a rank from 0 to100.
Clinically ANS dysregulation is observed in cancer patients [3, 19, 20, 22, 44, 45]. In breast cancer survivors ANS may
be directly involved in the development and progression of cancer possibly through vagal modulation of the immune
system [46], it may also mediate attendant, possibly late onset, cardiovascular alterations inducing an increase in
cardiometabolic risk [5, 6]. Of clinical value is the possible ANS dysregulation associated with adjuvant therapy [3, 4,
22]. Both radiotherapy (RT) [28] and chemotherapy (CT) [25] with long term endocrine therapy [3, 22] seem to affect
ANS control. Our data show that breast cancer survivors, who are on endocrine therapy (AET+) after RT or CT,
present a more apparent ANS alteration than observed in patients who receive RT or CT and do not undergo long term
endocrine treatment (AET-), despite no differences in nutrition score, physical activity and stress. The changes in
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indices of metabolic control observed in patients on endocrine therapy suggest metabolic impairment [47]. This in turn
may foster a worsening in ANS dysfunction in breast cancer survivors. In this study, patients on endocrine therapy
present an increase in BMI, waist circumference and percentage of fat mass, with reduced percentage of free fat mass
despite no changes in lifestyle factors (smoke, diet endocrine treatment in the observed ANS alteration in our patient
population [47]).
4.2 ANS impairment as initial cardiovascular alteration
ANS impairment may precede the development of some overt diseases, characterizing a status of increased risk [3]. It
precedes the development of hypertension [8], diabetes, obesity [10] and is associated with functional diseases such as
irritable bowel disease, chronic fatigue, fibromyalgia and chronic stress syndrome [48]. The possibility to detect an
initial ANS impairment may be of potential interest also in cancer survivors in order to initiate secondary prevention
programs to reduce cardio-metabolic risk before the onset of overt cardiovascular diseases. In these patients cancer and
cardiovascular disease are inextricably intertwined [5, 6] and cardiovascular mortality is dramatically increasing
especially in women older than 60 years of age [3, 49, 50]. The coexistence of cardiovascular disease and/or of risk
factors already present before the onset of cancer worsens the prognosis [4-6]. In current oncology practice patients’
cardiovascular health and possible cardiovascular side effects of adjuvant therapy are primarily evaluated by simple
medical assessment, changes in resting left ventricular ejection fraction (LV-EF%) and determination of lipid profile.
Reduction of LV-EF% becomes evident after significant myocardial damage has already occurred [3] and thus should
not be considered an early finding. Moreover it is associated, fortunately, with only some long term adjuvant
treatments such as Trastuzumab [51]. Lipid profile may be differently affected by various adjuvant therapies. For
instance, Tamoxifen seems to be associated with a reduction of total and LDL cholesterol (without a reduction in
cardiovascular mortality) [5, 52-54], while the aromatase inhibitor, Letrozole, seems to increase serum lipids levels [5].
Notably, patient’s lifestyle (which is in general deteriorated in breast cancer survivors) as well as the presence of other
risk factors, such as overweight and smoking, may further affect lipid profile [5-7, 44].

In view of the strong prognostic value of reduced HRV (and baroreflex gain) in cardiovascular conditions the
observation that time domain indices of HRV are further reduced in AE+ patients might suggest autonomic evaluation
as a tool to assess early changes in this component of cardiovascular health in breast cancer survivors. In this context
the percent ranked modality of the reduced unitary index ANSI might represent a useful simplification.

4.3 Endocrine therapy and cardiometabolic risk
Several studies investigated the link between endocrine treatment and increased cardiovascular risk. Tamoxifen does
not seem to increase cardiovascular mortality, however, despite improving lipid profile and decreasing the risk of death
from myocardial infarction, it had no impact on the incidence of myocardial infarction [5, 52-54] and on the reduction
of overall cardiovascular mortality [55]. Moreover, it is associated with a higher incidence of vascular events
particularly thromboembolism and stroke [4]. Aromatase Inhibitors seem to worsen lipid profile and to increase
cardiovascular death [51, 56, 57], and Anastrazole treatment is associated with an increase in hypertension and
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moderate angina [58]. On the other hand, other studies did not show a significant worsening of cardiovascular
prognosis in patient treated with these drugs as compared to tamoxifen treatment [52, 58]. In our study it was not
possible to derive significant information regarding the effects of Tamoxifen (or Tamoxifen+LHRH analogue) when
compared to Aromatase Inhibitors due to the relative limited number of patients. When considering subgroups (patient
who only received Tamoxifen treatment -23.08%, patient who received Tamoxifen+LHRH analogue treatments51.64%, and patients who received alternatively one Aromatase Inhibitor among Anastrazole or Letrozole or
Exemestane -25.28%), we did not observe significant differences in ANS variables; for instance, in the three subgroups
ANSI was 42.41, 46.02, 38.68 %, respectively.
4.4 Fatigue, Stress and subjective stress related somatic symptoms perception
Stress represents an important cardiovascular risk factor acting directly on hormonal, immune and autonomic nervous
controls [48] and indirectly favoring negative lifestyle habits such as poor nutrition, sedentariness and smoking [48].
Several studies report an ANS impairment (also detected using HRV) in chronic stress conditions [13, 59] also in
breast cancer survivors [44]. This finding was confirmed by our study, as breast cancer survivors are characterized by
higher levels of perceived stress, fatigue and stress related somatic symptoms compared to Controls. However no
difference was observed between AET+ and AET-. Accordingly it is unlikely that increased levels of subjective stress
might account for the greater ANS impairment observed in AET+ patients. Regarding stress indices, it should be noted
that the effect size is in the range of small size. Overall it may be argued that autonomic deterioration is a somewhat
selective effect of endocrine therapy, particularly evidenced by HRV analysis.

4.5 The study of ANS as a clinical tool
The study of ANS in clinical settings, although of recognized importance as a component of cardiac risk profile, is
currently limited by several issues, particularly:
-large set of potentially redundant variables furnished by the analysis [9, 32]
-costs and specific competencies because of the need to continuously record both RR and SAP variabilities in order to
obtain information regarding both cardiac and vascular ANS controls [60]
-influence of age and gender [9, 32].
Accordingly it may be useful to consider testing the usefulness of ANSI, a percent ranked multivariate unitary index of
Autonomic control. ANSI in fact overcomes these issues, accounting by design [9] for age and gender bias and
reducing into a single parameter (obtained solely from RR interval variability) all the main aspects needed to clinically
describe individual ANS performance, defined by the percentile rank from the reference population, on a scale from 0
to 100. Simply, low and high ANSI values indicate impaired and functional autonomic performance [9]. A recent study
showed that ANSI permitted to assess in a quantitative manner the different ANS impairment associated with different
clinical conditions (hypertension, obesity, smoking) [9], and the greater impact of their combination.
In this investigation ANSI appears to complement findings with individual autonomic proxies from RRV, such as RR
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and RR variance (square of RR SD). Lower values in patients undergoing endocrine therapy suggest a potential
increase of autonomic risk in this group of patients. Notably the effect size, assessed with partial eta square, appears
greatest with ANSI not only as compared to other autonomic HRV proxies, but also with the index alpha. Although a
word of caution must be said about effect size analysis as a measure of importance of effect, it can be concluded that
ANSI compares favorably to the other HRV derived indices, and even to more complex indices such as the bivariate,
frequency domain measure of baroreflex gain alpha, a recognized predictor of cardiovascular events) [8, 16]. ANSI has
the additional advantage of reducing all autonomic information into a unitary value, which translates into easier
interpretation of autonomic performance. The study of ANS may be further useful in revealing some beneficial effects
of behavioral interventions, such as physical training [39, 40, 61, 62], weight reduction [10] and stress management
[48, 63], which may represent convenient tools in breast cancer survivors in order to reduce cardiac risk, hence
potentially cardiovascular events, and improving general wellbeing, particularly in those patients who require long
term adjuvant therapy [50].

5. Limitations
Limitations should be considered: body composition and blood tests were not assessed in controls, whose dose of
physical activity and nutrition score were not quantified, since lifestyle behavior was only assessed by history. The
limited patient study population does not permit to assess the possible effect of Trastuzumab treatment on ANS control.
Moreover, to differentiate between Tamoxifen and aromatase inhibitor effects larger clinical studies will be necessary
to better define the individual effects of the various and different adjuvant treatments. Lastly, autonomic assessment,
although performed with multiple indices, is still based on indirect measures [32] that are fraught by imprecisions and a
still ongoing debate, particularly regarding sympathetic mediated information.

6. Conclusion
In conclusion, HRV evaluation might represent an additional tool to detect in breast cancer survivors early signs of
cardiovascular autonomic involvement. This approach could foster the assessment of the important benefits following
endocrine treatment. HRV, possibly complemented by ANSI, might provide data potentially useful in the
cardiovascular management of cancer survivors. The value of this information needs larger longitudinal trials to be
better defined.
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